
SKILLER SGH50
The SKILLER SGH50 offers a comprehensive all-round package for  
gamers and music lovers alike. Through careful acoustic optimiza-
tion and an impedance of 55 ohms, we have been able to achieve  
certified Hi-Res audio quality and a well-balanced sound. This allows the 
user to enjoy fine details in music and to precisely locate opponents in  
games.  Moreover, the cushioned ear pads will ensure hours of comfortable  
wearing.

Features
HEAVENLY SOUND
In addition to its Hi-Res audio quality and the certified wide frequency  
response from 10 Hz to 40 kHz, the SKILLER SGH50 also scores with its 
particularly high-performing speakers. These are able to reproduce 
sounds powerfully and impressively whether they are explosions or 
pieces of music.     

PERFECT FOR VIDEO CONFERENCES
Thanks to the natural recording characteristics of the detachable 
microphone with the included pop filter, voice is transmitted clearly and  
without distortion.    

THE PERFECT FIT
The cushioned, circumaural ear cups and the headband are covered 
with a particularly comfortable, soft synthetic leather to ensure that the  
SKILLER SGH50 can be worn for hours. The ear cups adjust automatically 
to the shape of the head, providing immediate comfort and allowing the 
headset to be put on quickly and without effort.    

CLEVER CABLE SYSTEM
The modular cable system is flexible in every sense of the word - thanks 
to its robust and supple TPE sheathing and also due to the modular plug 
system, which allows various kinds of devices to be connected without 
any problems. And with the compact inline controller, the volume and 
mute function are always close at hand.    

ELEGANT DESIGN
Thanks to its timeless, black design, the SKILLER SGH50 will find a  
practical use in video conferences. The light-colored seams of the ear 
pads complement the subtly designed aluminum surface of the ear cups 
as well as the dynamic metallic look of the headframe. With this timeless, 
elegant appearance, the headset will always cut a fine figure.  

Specifications
Product Name SKILLER SGH50
Type Stereo Headset
Design Circumaural
Connector TRRS/3.5 mm Stereo Plugs
Inline Controller 

Weight without Cable 342 g

Headphone Specifications
Speaker Diameter 50 mm
Impedance 55 Ω
Frequency Response 10 Hz - 40,000 Hz
Sensitivity 112 dB ± 3 dB
Max. Power 40 mW
Volume Control Via Inline Controller

Microphone Specifications
Direction Omnidirectional
Impedance 2.2 kΩ
Frequency Response 100 Hz - 10,000 Hz
Sensitivity -38 dB ± 3 dB
Detachable Microphone 

Flexible Microphone 

Microphone Mute Via Inline Controller

Cables and Connectors
Modular Cable 

Total Cable Length
1x 3.5 mm Stereo Plug (TRRS)

 
110 cm + 150 cm

Total Cable Length
2x 3.5 mm Stereo Plugs

 
110 cm + 150 cm + 15 cm

Gold-Plated Connectors 

TRRS Pinout CTIA

Package Contents
SKILLER SGH50, Manual

EAN Code
SKILLER SGH50 4044951032105

Compatibility
PCs/Notebooks 

Tablets/Smartphones/
MP3-Player/Notebooks (TRRS)

 


PlayStation 4 

PlayStation 5 
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